
INSTRUCTIONS FOR  
#80893 & #82709 PLASTIC MODELER’S CHISEL

The chisel is designed to remove unwanted cast-on detail and 
is super-sharp to perform its job easily. Please be careful 
during use and if you are concerned of marring your model 
with the right and left corner edges of this tool, you can round-
over these edges with a honing stone ever-so-lightly to prevent 
it from gouging unlevel areas of your model. Be certain that the 
chamfered side of the tip is facing the model’s surface, as 
shown below: 

Hold the chisel like a pencil with one hand and support the 
bottom of the chisel with the thumb of your other hand. In this 
way, a rocking motion can be achieved which will provide good 
leverage and tight control of the distance of travel. Practice on 
some scrap parts before attempting work on your masterpiece. 
Try not to remove a big chunk of plastic at one time. Several 
light passes will effectively remove details without gouging the 
surface. As you approach the finished surface, lighten the 
force to gently scrape away the last bits of material.
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